A conditioned visual orientation requires the ellipsoid body in *Drosophila*
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Orientation, the spatial organization of animal behavior, is an essential faculty of animals. Bacteria and lower animals such as insects exhibit taxis, innate orientation behavior, directly toward or away from a directional cue. Organisms can also orient themselves at a specific angle relative to the cues. In this study, using *Drosophila* as a model system, we established a visual orientation conditioning paradigm based on a flight simulator in which a stationary flying fly could control the rotation of a visual object. By coupling aversive heat shocks to a fly’s orientation toward one side of the visual object, we found that the fly could be conditioned to orientate toward the left or right side of the frontal visual object and retain this conditioned visual orientation. The lower and upper visual fields have different roles in conditioned visual orientation. Transfer experiments showed that conditioned visual orientation could generalize between visual targets of different sizes, compactness, or vertical positions, but not of contour orientation. Rut—Type I adenylyl cyclase and Dnc—phosphodiesterase were dispensable for visual orientation conditioning. Normal activity and scb signaling in R3/R4d neurons of the ellipsoid body were required for visual orientation conditioning. Our studies established a visual orientation conditioning paradigm and examined the behavioral properties and neural circuitry of visual orientation, an important component of the insect’s spatial navigation.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
establishes a paradigm to study visual orientation in Drosophila, providing an opportunity to study the neural and molecular mechanism underlying visual orientation, an important component of visual spatial navigation.

Results
Establishing a visual orientation conditioning paradigm in a flight simulator
When presented with two vertical bars at opposite positions at the boundaries of the four virtual quadrants in the arena (see Materials and Methods), the fly will innately fixate toward the bars (visual object fixation) (Heisenberg and Wolf 1984; Xi et al. 2008) and show no significant preference for either the right side or the left side of the bars. This was indicated by a lack of discrepancy in the time spent heading toward one side before conditioning (one-sample t-tests: for 8° bar width, \( t_{20} = 0.9809, P = 0.3384 \); for 12°, \( t_{20} = 1.601, P = 0.125 \); for 24°, \( t_{20} = 0.3525, P = 0.7281 \); for 45°, \( t_{20} = 0.6314, P = 0.5349 \); for 90°, \( t_{20} = 2.048, P = 0.0539 \) (Supplemental Fig. S1). We introduced a negative reinforcer into the system by turning on a heat source directed at the fly’s body whenever the fly headed toward one side of the visual targets. Consequently, the fly was conditioned to avoid heading toward one side and spent more time heading toward the other side of the visual target, forming a visual orientation. Indeed, wild-type flies could be trained to spend more time heading toward the unpunished side of bars of various widths with a standard training protocol (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Figs. S1–S3). We found flies could retain the conditioned visual flight orientation after training using vertical bars of width 12°,

24°, 45°, and 90° but not with a bar of 8° visual angle (all one-sample t-tests: for 8°, \( t_{20} = 1.116, P = 0.2777 \); for 12°, \( t_{20} = 2.810, P = 0.0108 \); for 24°, \( t_{20} = 3.541, P = 0.002 \); for 45°, \( t_{20} = 3.693, P = 0.0014 \); for 90°, \( t_{20} = 4.845, P = <0.0001 \) (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Figs. S1–S3). The larger the width of the bar, the better the memory score, which indicates that the visual orientation conditioning is dependent on the salience of landmark. For later experiments we used bars of 24° width as landmarks, unless specified otherwise.

To rule out the possibility of the existence of nonvisual cues for positional information, we tested a uniform checkerboard pattern, which provided an optic flow that the flies could use to stabilize the panorama and avoid the heat punishment, but visually provided no positional information (Supplemental Fig. S4A,B). During tests, a fly was no longer able to stay in the “safe” quadrant (one-sample t-test, \( t_{17} = 0.563, P = 0.5808 \) (Fig. 2), indicating that the orientation was indeed visually mediated.

For the convenience of the setup, we used two bars 180° apart on the cylinder drum as landmarks. However, we found flies mediated their orientation primarily by the frontal visual targets. When we tested flies using a single bar we found that the flies spent almost all their time heading toward the bar quadrant rather than the vacant quadrants (Supplemental Fig. S5A), and a single bar was sufficient for conditioned visual orientation (one-sample t-test, \( t_{19} = 2.954, P = 0.0085 \) (Fig. 2; Supplemental Fig. S5B). The resultant performance index was no better than that in the two-bar situation, indicating the second bar did not serve as a confounding factor. However, if we masked the frontal visual field of the fly during two-bar conditioning so the fly could only use the bar on its rear for guidance, the fly could not retain its conditioned visual orientation (one-sample t-test, \( t_{19} = 0.6678, P = 0.5123 \) (Fig. 2). Therefore we consider that the flies used the frontal bar as a landmark.

During the above experiments, we used vertical through bars on the drum, we wondered if the upper and lower visual fields contributed equally to the horizontal visual orientation memory. Thus, we tested different parts of the flies’ visual fields for conditioned visual orientation by dividing the bars equally into their upper, center, and lower third parts, and found that the lower and the center but not the upper third induced conditioned visual orientation (one-sample t-test: lower part, \( t_{21} = 2.973, P = 0.0073 \); center part, \( t_{21} = 2.896, P = 0.0087 \); upper part, \( t_{20} = 0.037, P = 0.9702 \) (Supplemental Fig. S6), implying that the upper visual field played a less of a role in the visual orientation conditioning.
Conditioned visual orientation tolerates changes of the visual targets

Visual orientation conditioning is dependent on the visual landmark, but to what extent? We thus carried out a series of transfer experiments using pattern pairs that can be discriminated and remembered by flies (Ernst and Heisenberg 1999; Tang et al. 2004; Pan et al. 2009). With the standard conditioning protocol, we trained the flies with one of the pair until the last test session, where we changed it to the other of the pair of the same pattern for conditioned visual orientation test (Fig. 3A). To our surprise, flies still showed the same orientation response to the changed pattern, indicating that conditioned visual orientation can tolerate changes of landmarks in size (one-sample t-test: small to large, t(12) = 4.076, P = 0.0015; large to small, t(15) = 5.635, P = 0.0001) (Fig. 3B), vertical compactness (one-sample t-test: narrow to wide, t(17) = 4.294, P = 0.0005; wide to narrow, t(17) = 3.304, P = 0.0042) (Fig. 3C), elevation (one-sample t-test: lower to upper, t(21) = 3.094, P = 0.0055; upper to lower, t(21) = 4.747, P = 0.0001 (Fig. 3D)) (one-sample 3D) (upside-down T to upright T, t(19) = 3.408, P = 0.003; upright T to upside-down T, t(18) = 2.122, P = 0.048) (Fig. 3E). However, changing the pattern's contour orientation gave no conditioned visual orientation (one-sample t-test: 135° to 45°, t(18) = 0.846, P = 0.4085; 45° to 135°, t(19) = 0.556, P = 0.5842) (Fig. 3F), whereas conditioned visual orientation was retained if the pattern was not actually changed (one-sample t-test: 45°, t(18) = 5.676, P < 0.0001; 135°, t(19) = 4.467, P = 0.0003) (Fig. 3G, H). These indicated that tolerance of conditioned visual orientation for landmark identity is limited.

A subset of ellipsoid body neurons is required for visual orientation conditioning

To find the neuronal substrates involved in the visual orientation conditioning in flies, we screened possible neuron types by inducing expression of the inward rectifying potassium channel Kir2.1 in adult flies by heat shock (HS) to silence neuronal activity (Baines et al. 2001; Oftstad et al. 2011). We found that silencing the R3/R4d neurons labeled by c232-Gal4 in the ellipsoid body resulted in a visual orientation conditioning defect in flies (one-sample t-tests: t(21) = 1.273, P = 0.2156 and t(22) = 5.341, P < 0.0001, for flies with and without induction of Kir2.1 expression with c232-Gal4, respectively, t(22) = 4.760, P < 0.0001 for tub-Gal80
d; Kir2.1 heat shock control) and significantly decreased conditioned visual orientation (one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA]: F(2,69) = 0.4510, P = 0.0199 with the post hoc Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test: q(tub-Gal80
d; Kir2.1/+ with HS versus tub-Gal80
d; Kir2.1/c232 without HS) = 0.1168, P > 0.5; q(tub-Gal80
d; Kir2.1/c232 with HS versus tub-Gal80
d; Kir2.1/c232 without HS) = 3.469, P < 0.05; q(tub-Gal80
d; Kir2.1/c232 without HS versus tub-Gal80
d; Kir2.1/c232 with HS) = 3.386, P < 0.5). Conversely, silencing R2/4m neurons labeled by c819-Gal4 (t(22) = 4.015, P = 0.0006 with HS and t(23) = 3.704, P = 0.0013 without HS) in the ellipsoid body, or large-field F5 neurons labeled by c205-Gal4 (t(22) = 1.873, P = 0.0024 with HS and t(22) = 2.492, P = 0.0021 without HS), or large-field F1 neurons labeled by NP6510-Gal4 (t(22) = 2.186, P = 0.0206 with heat shock and t(22) = 4.802, P < 0.0001 without HS), or pontine neurons labeled by NP2320-Gal4 (t(22) = 2.849, P = 0.0091 with HS and t(22) = 4.683, P = 0.0001 without HS) in fan-shaped body or mushroom bodies neurons labeled by 17d-Gal4 (t(21) = 3.290, P = 0.0003 with HS and t(21) = 5.195, P = 0.0001 without HS) did not reduce the performance index to zero (Fig. 4A)

Visual orientation conditioning involves fixation and heat avoidance. Therefore, we tested the flies defective in visual orientation conditioning in fixation and heat avoidance assays. We found that inducing the expression of Kir2.1 in R3/R4d neurons did not affect fixation (one-way ANOVA: F(2,55) = 0.4510, P = 0.6393, n = 18–20) (Fig. 4B). To evaluate flies’ heat avoidance ability, we designed a situation in which the flies were conditioned to head toward two of the four identical bars but not the other two, and found no difference in the PI of flies with and without heat shock treatment (one-way ANOVA: F(2,47) = 0.9241, P = 0.4040, n = 16–17) (Fig. 4C), indicating that the treatment did not affect flies’ heat avoidance in a flight simulator. All results indicated that R3/R4d neurons in the ellipsoid body are required for visual orientation conditioning.
Conditioned visual orientation in *Drosophila*

To study the molecular mechanism underlying visual orientation conditioning, we used flies with mutant genes previously reported to be implicated in olfactory memory or visual pattern memory.

We first tested the *rutabaga* (*rut*) gene, which is required for both olfactory and visual pattern memory (Levin et al. 1992; Liu et al. 2006; Pan et al. 2009). To our surprise, the *rut*2080 performed normally in this paradigm (one-sample *t*-test, \( t_{22} = 4.155, P = 0.0006 \)) (Fig. 5). Because the *rut*2080 still retains ~30% of the *rut* mRNA level (Pan et al. 2009), there exist two possible explanations: *rut* is not required for this memory, or the task is less dependent on the *rut* level. Therefore, we knocked down *rut* pan-neurally using RNAi, which reduced the mRNA level in the head to a nearly null level (Pan et al. 2009), but failed to observe a defect (one-sample *t*-test, \( t_{18} = 3.793, P = 0.0013 \); \( t_{20} = 4.502, P = 0.0002 \) and \( t_{19} = 3.683, P = 0.0014 \) for the elav-Gal4 and rut-RNAi controls, respectively) (Fig. 5). We also tested the *dnc*1 mutant (Nighorn et al. 1991; Levine et al. 1994), which is a hypomorphic mutant with affected olfactory and visual pattern memory (Dauwalder and Davis 1995; Gong et al. 1998), and found that it also performed normally in the visual orientation conditioning (Fig. 5, one-sample *t*-test, \( t_{20} = 2.850, P = 0.0099 \)).

**Figure 4.** Silencing R3/R4d ring neurons in the ellipsoid body results in a deficit in conditioned visual orientation. (A) Silencing the c232-labeled R3/R4d ring neurons impairs conditioned visual orientation but silencing the c819-labeled R2/R4m neurons in the ellipsoid body or dorsal (c205), ventral (NP6510), or pontine (NP2320) neurons in the fan-shaped body or in the mushroom bodies (17d) had no effect. (B) Silencing R3/R4d neurons did not affect flies’ heat avoidance. The number of flies tested in the different groups is shown above each bar. All comparisons with chance level zero were made using one-sample *t*-tests. Error bars indicate SEM. (\#) \( P < 0.05 \), (NS) nonsignificant.

**Figure 5.** cAMP pathway is dispensable for conditioned visual orientation. Hypomorphic *rut*2080 or pan-neural RNAi knockdown of *rut* did not affect conditioned visual orientation. *dnc*1 also performs normally in visual orientation conditioning. The number of flies tested in the different groups is shown above each bar. All comparisons with chance level zero were made using one-sample *t*-tests. Error bars indicate SEM. (\(*\)) \( P < 0.001 \), (\(*\*)) \( P < 0.01 \).
Conditioned visual orientation in Drosophila

Tolerance of target variation in conditioned visual orientation

Using transfer experiments, we trained the flies with one of the patterns of a pair that the fly could discriminate and remember as a landmark and then tested them with the other with the same alignment to test if the flies' conditioned visual orientation can tolerate the change of the landmark. We found that the flies' conditioned visual orientation persists despite the change to the pattern such as size and compactness. The retained visual orientation response toward the altered visual target indicates that the conditioned visual orientation is independent of specific parameter of the visual target and generalizable to changed object. This could possibly reflect the robustness of orientation in flies, modeling the ethological scenarios when flies are tracking a visual object, e.g., another fly, the size of which would vary as its distance changes; however, their relative angle is constant and the fly still tracks its target. This indicates the fly's behavior is quite flexible despite its many stereotypical behaviors, adding more evidence to the vision constancy in flies (Tang et al. 2004).

An exception in the transfer experiments is that flies failed to retain the conditioned visual orientation when facing an object with a different contour orientation. One possibility is the fly tracks the position by part of the pattern, e.g., the upper part. In that case, the PI of transfer session should be negative, which was not observed. Another possibility is that interference exists between the processing of horizontal position information and horizontally different patterns, thus preventing successful transfer (Tang et al. 2004). Indeed, previous work has shown that the pattern recognition is tolerant of vertical position change only if...
the patterns do not involve an elevation feature (Dill et al. 1993; Tang et al. 2004).

Functional specialization of the visual field

The compound eyes of the fly are horizontally symmetrical and consist of a mirror image pattern of ommatidia in the dorsal and ventral halves (Zheng et al. 1995; Choi et al. 1996). However, the upper and lower visual field has been shown to have a differential impact on fly behavior. Flies prefer a lower bar to a through bar, and prefer a through bar to an upper bar (Ernst and Heisenberg 1999). The cueing effect is lacking in the upper visual field for selective attention (Sareen et al. 2011).

Here, we found that bars of the same size can be used as landmarks for successful visual orientation conditioning in the lower or middle but not the upper third of the fly visual field (Supplemental Fig. S6). This is possibly because of the fact that the flies fixate poorly toward the upper bars (Supplemental Fig. S7; Yang and Guo 2013). Therefore, visual information from the upper visual field seems less relevant in the flies’ behavior, at least in the visual orientation. This is consistent with Drosophila behavior, which is mainly feeding on a surface and so has more interest in its lower visual field. It seems that there is already functional specialization of the visual field in Drosophila. Whether the specialization is hard wired or experience-dependent plasticity is still unknown.

Distinct molecular signaling for different memory processes

rut and dnc are required in many memory processes such as olfactory memory (Nighorn et al. 1991; Levin et al. 1992), visual pattern memory (Liu et al. 2006), and place learning in a heat box (Zars et al. 2000). However, we found that they are dispensable for conditioned visual orientation. It is possible that different memory processes involve different molecular mechanisms. Actually, the rut also performed normally in motor learning (Brembs and Plendl 2008) and dnc in an orientation memory (Neuser et al. 2008). We found that the scb is required for conditioned visual orientation, essentially in the R3/R4d neurons. Indeed, scb was reported to be enriched in mushroom bodies and the ellipsoid body (Grotewiel et al. 1998). We also found that scb is involved in visual pattern memory (data not shown).

Neural mechanism of visual orientation memory

We silenced the activity of different subsets of neurons, by inducing the expression of Kir2.1 at adulthood, and found that the proper neuronal activities of c232-Gal4 labeled ellipsoid body R3/R4d neurons are required for visual orientation memory. In addition, control experiments showed that silencing these neurons did not affect heat avoidance or fixation. We conclude that these ellipsoid body neurons are either involved in the position representation or in the proper association between heat and visual position maintenance.

Behavioral plasticity is mediated by neuronal plasticity. To uncover the molecular mechanism of the plasticity of the R3/R4d neurons, we found rut and dnc are dispensable; whereas scb, encoding a subunit of Integrin, is required in R3/R4d neurons for conditioned visual orientation.

A previous study that documented spatial orientation memory, in which distracted walking flies could regain their original orientation, also required c232-Gal4 labeled ellipsoid body neurons (Neuser et al. 2008). In that paradigm, the visual object is no longer present during testing, so the mechanism is deemed to be through some idiothetic cue. The similarity of the two paradigms is that the flies choose one side, corresponding to an actual or virtual pattern. Thus, it is likely that the c232 neurons are involved in orientation representation (Seelig and Jayaraman 2013). Whether the association needs R3/R4d neurons still requires further study.

Materials and Methods

Fly stocks

Flies were reared on standard medium (Guo et al. 1996) at 25°C or 18°C (for flies with a tub-GAL80° construct) and 60% relative humidity under a 12-h light/12-h dark regime. Three- to 4-d old male flies were used in all behavioral experiments. The following flies were used: Canton S (CS), UAS-rut-c232-Gal4 (Vienna Drosophila RNAi center), dnc1, UAS-scbrtub; Bloomington Drosophila stock center), tub-GAL80°;UAS-Kir2.1 (Ofstad et al. 2011), rut2080;UAS-rut+ (Zars et al. 2000), scbNP1273, NP6510-Gal4, and NP2320-Gal4 (Drosophila Genetic Resource Center at Kyoto Institute of Technology), 17d-Gal (Wei Yi), c205-Gal4, c819-Gal4, c232-Gal4, and elav-Gal4. All the Gal4 lines were outcrossed with w1118 flies for at least six generations before use.

Flight simulator and preparation of flies for experiments

All behavioral experiments were performed with a flight simulator (Heisenberg and Wolf 1984; Wolf and Heisenberg 1991). The detailed description of setup and experimental procedure has been visualized (Brembs 2008). Briefly, a single fly was returned to a torque meter at the center of a circular panorama (Φ 48 mm × height 42 mm) via a wire hook. The yaw torque produced by the fly around its vertical body axis was transformed into the opposite rotation of the drum. Consequently, the fly could control the rotation of the drum and choose its orientation relative to the panorama (Fig. 1A). The panorama was divided virtually into four quadrants with the opposite two configured the same. Differential conditioning was achieved by switching an infrared laser (10.6 μm, 0.5 ± 0.2 W, in pulses with a 50- to 50-msec phase width), aimed at the abdomen of the fly, on and off contingent upon which one of the two types of quadrant the fly was heading toward (switching is almost simultaneous upon the fly passing the boundary of quadrants). Conditioning was reciprocated by coupling the heat shock to the two quadrants alternately with different flies.

The behavior was quantified by a performance index (PI), defined as PI = (t1 - t2)/(t1 + t2), where t1 is the time a fly spent heading toward one type of quadrant and t2 is the time it spent heading toward the other type that was usually associated with punishment.

To prepare flies for behavioral assay, 2- to 3-old flies were briefly cold anesthetized and then singly glued with Durafill Bond (Heraeus Kulzer, Hanau, Germany) to triangle-shaped hooks (made by Φ 0.05 mm wire) by their head and thorax with a stereo manipulator the day before the experiment. Flies were then kept individually in small chambers and were fed overnight with grains of sucrose on filter paper with one end immersed in water.

The laser power was adjusted before the experiment to optimize its conditioning efficacy but not so high as to immobilize the fly or kill it. Once adjusted, the laser power was kept constant. If a fly stopped flying more than three times during the experiment, the experiment was stopped and the data discarded.

Visual flight orientation conditioning

The visual flight orientation conditioning was based on a flight simulator (Fig. 1A). Two identical visual patterns as landmarks were presented at two opposite borderlines of the four quadrants on the panorama, such that when the fly headed toward the left side of the pattern it entered one quadrant and when the fly headed toward the right side it entered the other quadrant, allowing its orientation toward the patterns to be differentiated.

If not specified, we used two vertical through bars (horizontally 24° and vertically ~82° in a subtended visual angle) as landmarks. We used the same training protocol as in the previous paradigm except that the flies were trained to one side rather than the other. Flies preferring a through bar were considered to have learned the task, and those preferring a vertical bar were considered to have learned the opposite task.
study (Pan et al. 2009), with nine 2-min sessions: two pretest sessions, four training sessions spaced by one test session, and two test sessions (Fig. 1B) with the arena position randomly reset entering each session. We used PIs of the test session immediately after all the training sessions, for the evaluation of the flies’ conditioned visual orientation.

For visual orientation conditioning using the checkerboard, a uniformly checkered board pattern (32 × 9 squares, alternately black and white, each 11° × 11°) was used. For visual orientation conditioning using a single bar, only one bar of 24° width is used as a landmark. For the visual orientation conditioning experiment with the frontal visual field masked, a smaller transparent drum, with opaque white paper pasted on the frontal half, was placed concentrically within the rotating outer drum, so that the frontal half of the visual field is blocked.

Evaluation of spontaneous preference
The first two sessions in the standard protocol were test sessions. We used the PIs of the second test sessions to evaluate the positional preference of the flies. Because we used reciprocal training, we converted the PIs with punishment coupled to the bar on the left by multiplying them with −1 to make the PIs consistent with those when punishment was coupled to the bar on the right.

Transfer experiments for the visual orientation conditioning
In transfer experiments, a fly was trained with one type of pattern (e.g., a T) and then tested with the other corresponding type of pattern (e.g., an inverted T) of the same feature. The two corresponding patterns were pasted and aligned in two identical drums. Changing the drum was done while the illumination was off and took 30–60 sec.

The following black pattern pairs were used: (1) upright and inverted T-shaped patterns measured 36° vertically and 39° horizontally with the center at the horizon: the bars of the T were 12° wide; (2) patterns of different elevation: horizontal bars (40° × 10°) placed at 10° above and below the horizon; (3) patterns of different contour orientation: bars of different orientations (−45° and 45°); (4) patterns of different size: 20° × 20° and 34° × 34° squares; and (5) patterns of different vertical compactness: two horizontal bars (40° × 10°) with a vertical distance of 20° and 30°.

Heat shock procedure
Flies carrying tub-GAL80ts were cultured at 19°C. Two day-old flies were moved to 30°C environment for 1 d and then glazed with hooks 12–18 h prior to behavioral tests and maintained at 30°C in the control groups. Both groups were brought to a 25°C room for adaptation 1–2 h before the behavioral tests. All behavioral experiments were performed at 25°C.

Heat avoidance assay
For the heat avoidance test, we aligned four identical vertical bars to the center of each of the four quadrants and trained the flies to orientate toward two of the four quadrants using the same laser power. The PIs of the last training sessions (PIheat avoidance) were used to evaluate each fly’s heat avoidance ability.

Fixation assay
For the fixation test, two bars of 24° width were aligned to the center of two opposing quadrants, and each fly was given three consecutive test sessions. PIs of the last sessions (PIfixation) were used to evaluate the fly’s fixation ability.

Statistics
PIs were averaged across each group for statistical purposes. One-sample t-test was used to test if the performance index is significantly different from the chance level zero. One-way ANOVA was used to compare among groups, and the Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test was used post hoc to compare between groups. The significance level of statistical tests was set to 0.05. (∗∗∗) * P < 0.001, (∗∗) * P < 0.01, (∗) * P < 0.05, (NS) nonsignificant, two-sided P value. Error bars in the figures represent standard error of the mean (SEMs).
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